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Evidence Act 1995 - s 138 Exclusion of improperly or illegally obtained evidence 

Criminalisation  

DEFINING CRIME  

- Why characterise certain behaviours as criminal? (Motivations and forces)  
- What are the appropriate limits of the criminal law? 
- Is there over criminalisation? 

What is a crime?  

• Cohen: “an act deemed dangerous to social order” (p. 48) 
• HM Hart: “anything that is called a crime” (p. 59) 
• G Williams: “an act that is condemned sufficiently strongly to have induced the authorities to declare it to be punishable 

before the ordinary courts” (p. 59) 
• Ashworth: “is the criminal law a lost cause?” (p. 60) 

ASHWORTH (2000): what should be considered when creating new offences? 
• Behaviour is sufficiently serious? 
• Can mischief be dealt w/ under existing legislation/using other remedies? 
• Enforceable in practice?  
• Penalty proportionate to seriousness?   

 
OVER-CRIMINALISATION  

S Cohan (1988) Husak (2008): Over-criminalisation  
 How certain forms of conduct come into orbit of crim 

law? How are they constructed? 
 Criminalisation reflects the exercise of power  
 Crime isn’t inherent in social problems 
 Criterion for criminalisation is elusive  
 Line of demarcation: crime/non-crime 
 Weak form of social control – attempts to apply same 

criteria to all situations  
 Expansion of crim law doesn’t reduce crime but 

perpetuates it  more behaviours constitute crime  
 ‘new-criminalisation’ disappearance of decrim  

 Too much punishment  unjust – inflicted for conduct 
that shouldn’t be criminalised  

 Greater costs & resource demand – could be better 
spent  

 Expands police powers  
 Objectives of crim undermined by complexity of offences  
 Loss of respect of crim law – seen as stupid & ignored – 

deterrence effect eroded  
 Depletes the ROL – crim law expanded to point where it 

is hard to ascertain – ppl are unable to determine their 
obligations = uncertainty in law  
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Q  What alternatives are there to criminalisation? Do these achieve the same aims? 

COMMON-SENSE APPROACH  

- Assumptions: “everyone knows a crime when they see one” (p. 50)  
 
Hogg and Brown 

• Common-sense forms basis of mainstream policy about law & order – taken for granted knowledge 
• Key assumption: “hierarchy of credibility” (Howard Becker) 

o Primary definers  monopolisation of right to define crime – certain groups perceived to demand greater 
authority & credibility for their understanding of the world  

o ‘crisis of perspective’ (Williams 1985) – CS assumptions circulate & dominate public domain  
• Research often based on popular common-sense assumptions – limits scope – barrier to creation of effective policy  

PENAL POPULISM  

- Hogg and Brown: “uncivil politics of law and order” 
- Reactive penal policy: 

o Eschews the central concerns of efficiency, economy &  humanitarianism 
o Overwhelmed by the emotive forces: fear and intolerance, suspicion and anger  
o Creates unrealistic expectations of sec & order that are almost always disappointed 

J Pratt: Penal Populism (2007)  

- Penal policies based on popular views rather than actually enhancing social reality  
- PP result of deep soc change  reflects shift in penal power  

o Idea that the state is nec for protection –  
o Gov acts for ‘the people’  ppl want more involvement  result = ppl give more support to populist parties who 

give them a voice & offer simple understandable solutions – promises to ‘repair’ the soc order  
- Disillusionment w/ crim process – decreased confid in crim system   
- Backlash of political opportunism  politicans likely to lose control of pub mood  welcome initial success of 

manipulative slogans e.g. “tough on crime” – can’t respond to demands to meet promises  

How can we challenge common-sense assumptions? 

CONTEXT: contextual relativity – different perspectives can undermine CS theory of criminalisation  

• Cultural  

Cross-cultural perspectives  
- Recognise that CS assumptions are a product of the specific culture – religion, culture, geography  
- Different conduct criminalised in different cultures: child marriage, genital mutilation  
- Examining the criminalisation practices in diff societies can enhance insights of our own system 
- Foucault – cultural relativity can serve as an antidote to the taken-for-grantedness, the commonsensical cast of current 

definitions of crime – our perspectives shaped by our age & geography 
- Geertz – law is local knowledge  it’s constructive of local life, not reflective 

 
• Historical  

Historical relativity and change in what is criminalised   
- Ideas of what is criminal shift over time  
- E.g. status of drugs over time – coffee and tea used to be illegal along w/ alcohol  
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The production of knowledge  
- Relationship between power and knowledge  
- CJS = social construct – product of the exercise of power  must analyse the institutions which create it 

 
Hogg: Knowledge and Power in Criminal Justice 

- Routinely produced knowledge about crime shape the CS assumptions of crim justice theory 
- Need to deconstruct the social processes of knowledge production in order to implement reform  
- Many behaviours that are deemed dangerous are not treated as criminal – why are some & others not? 

 
• Lee: Inventing Fear of Crime  
- “fear of crime feedback loop” – productive power of criminology – power effects of social inquiry  research stats used 

normatively to create fear  create fear statistically as a way to justify criminalisation  
- Fear is manipulated by politicians and law lobbyists to justify tougher laws & penalties  

o E.g. terrorism related offences  

SOCIAL REACTION TO CRIME 

Moral panics  
• Hall: “Policing the crisis” (1978) 
- Moral panic: when reaction is out of proportion to the actual threat offered  
- Shift in focus from the deviant act by itself, to the relationship between that deviance & public reactions & the control 

agencies to the act 
- E.g. mugging crisis  soc eff quite apart from actual phenomena – “consequences appear to have less to do w/ what 

actually was known to be happening, then w/ the character, scale & intensity of this reaction.” 
- One-punch laws – blown out of proportion – mandatory minimum; paedophilia – demonization  

 
• Poynting, Noble, Taber, Collins: “Bin Laden in the Suburbs: Criminalising the Arab Other” 
- Homogenize a diverse group of people and place them in opposition to some cultural norm 
- Framing of the ‘Arab Other’ in rel to certain crimes & terrorism  ethnicising or racializing certain crimes  
- Crim beh becomes naturalised as a tendency of a partic culture – other acts of diff instilled w/ criminality 

 

• Catherine Lumby, “Sex Murder and Moral Panic: Coming to a Suburb Near You” 
- Classic case = pub outrage at paedophia – misplaced & misrecognised anxiety about broader soc change  
- Media plays a major role in creation & circulation of moral panic  
- Rapidity of soc change & increasing soc pluralism = greater chance of conflicting values  
- Groups defend their values in public sphere  many opps for media to amplify fears & articulate soc demands  
- Reps in media that certain perceived threats occur in certain circs creates panic e.g. paedophilia w/in the fam 

 
•  Quilter: One punch laws 
- W/in a week fully operational legislation implemented by NSW Gov  criminalised intoxication at the time of assault 

occasioning death  
o Result of media & public campaigns – created pub frenzy  
o NSW Gov offered a populist law and order response to quell public concern 

NORMATIVE THEORIES OF CRIMINALISATION  

Normative theories attempt to set conds that ought apply bef an act is criminal - aims to address over-criminalisation 

A Ashworth, “Is the criminal law a lost cause?” (2000) 
1. In principle crim law is a lost cause – in prac gov doesn’t follow their purported criteria for law creation 
2. Crim law consists of 4 interlocked principles:  

i. Should only be used to censure serious wrongdoing – doesn’t mean crim law is only eff response  other 
preventative measures e.g. soc policy, housing policies, education  
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